Electric vehicles for transport
light loads with driver

efficient

+ productive
Improves process
performance by reducing
delivery time.

+ operational
Removable battery. The battery is easily
removed and can be replaced with a
replacement battery, which allows the
vehicle to be operational 100% of the time.
Rechargeable battery. Used batteries can
be recharged in household sockets with
the charger supplied with droll-E.

+ fast
The transported items are at
their destination earlier than with
traditional methods, reducing
downtime.

+ economic
droll-E has been designed with the criteria of maximum
simplicity, maximum robustness and minimum cost in
mind. Fewer breakdowns, fewer worries. In addition, you
can charge your batteries at the time you want, taking
advantage of the best electricity supply rates.

safe

+ handy
Let droll-E take him, you just have to guide
him. Reduces physical work to a minimum,
avoiding injuries, accidents and medical
leave.

+ control
droll-E makes it possible to limit
the maximum driving speed, which
increases the safety of both users
and people who share their space
with droll-E.

+ alert
droll-E has front and rear lighting,
reversing light and buzzer. It gets
noticed when necessary.

+ funny
Would you rather push or be carried? Let
droll-E do it for you. Focus on what really
matters and enjoy your driving.

responsable

+ clean
droll-E is an electric traction vehicle, so it does
not emit polluting gases. Taking care of the
environment, you take care of your home and
everyone’s.

+ compact
droll-E is a small vehicle, easily transportable on
a standard size pallet (1200 x 600 mm). Making
better use of space we avoid unnecessary
transport.

+ recyclable
droll-E uses 100% recyclable
materials, so it does not pollute
either when it is used or when it
is discontinued.

+ natural
droll-E is ideal for use in sensitive
geographical environments, such
as residential areas, natural spaces,
historical centers, commercial areas,
etc.

versatile

+ modes of use
droll-E can transport load or drag load, being able to
configure tailored to the needs of each user.

+ applications
droll-E is a unique platform that allows the
transport of different elements with very
different characteristics. For this, there is a
complete range of accessories specifically
designed for urban delivery and parcel
delivery, home deliveries, mobile stalls (soft
drinks, cocktails, fast food, etc.), cleaning
accessories, luggage transport (hotels, ports,
airports, railway stations ...), transport of
bedding (hotels, residences, hospitals), etc.

+ maneuverable
Compact design with a turning
system that allows the vehicle
to reverse its direction of travel
on 1.5 m wide lanes. Ideal for
delivery, collection or transport
tasks in tight environments,
common in warehouses.

+ easy
droll-E has been designed so that it can be
used by anyone, without special training or
preparation. If you know how to ride a scooter,
you can ride an E-droll, and without having to
balance!

driv-E ·
Professional purchase in
supermarkets and shopping
centers. Custom accessory
according to the dimensions
of the storage boxes
available.
clean-E · Cleaning accessory
for commercial spaces,
hospitals, schools, hotels,
office buildings, etc.
deliver-E · Closed drawer for
the transport of parcels and
urban couriers.
laundr-E · Transportation of
dirty / clean clothes in hotels,
hospitals and residences.
lugg-E · Transport of
luggage and suitcases in
hotels, airports, train and
maritime stations, etc ...
food-E · Module for the sale
of ice cream, hamburgers, hot
dogs, soft drinks, liquors, etc.
(popular festivals, drinking
places, celebrations, etc.).
cool-E · Refrigerator module
for transporting refrigerated
food.

technical
features
Light electric vehicle for transporting loads (up to 200 kg.)
Propulsion

Electric (2 x 500 W)

Driving type

Standing driver 200 kg

Loading capacity

80 kg

Own weight

1000 mm

Distance between axis

750 mm

Track width (front axle)

Drives / Ø 10” (x2)

Front wheels

Guidelines / Ø 8” (x2)

Rear wheels

1190 x 790 mm

Length x width

800 x 600 mm

Surface floor load

350 mm

Load floor height

230 mm

Driver floor height

15 km/h (dimmable)

Maximum speed (on load)

1000 mm

Turning radius

Mecanic

Brake actuation

36 V

Battery voltage

15 Ah (expandable)

Battery capacity
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